The lifetime of a lunar satellite orbit is constrained by the non-spherical nature of the Moon's gravity field. The orbital lifetime of lunar orbits depends significantly on the initial conditions of the orbit. Right ascension of ascending node (Ω) is one of the important orbital parameter affecting the orbital lifetime. In the present work we have analyzed the effect of Ω on the variation of lifetime with altitude for circular lunar orbits. It is found that at a particular initial altitude, a small increase in the altitude results in substantial increase in the orbital lifetime due to effect of the long periodic terms of Earth's gravity on eccentricity and this transition altitude is different for different Ω. Further, it is observed that the variation of transition altitude with Ω follows a definite, but different trend for orbits with different inclinations. The transition altitude for polar orbits is found to be higher without the effect of Sun and Earth gravity. Variation of transition altitude with orbital inclination is also analyzed. Lifetimes of high altitude circular lunar orbits are analyzed and it is observed that at high altitudes lifetime decreases with altitude.
Introduction
It is well known that the orbit of a lunar satellite and consequently its orbital lifetime is mainly influenced by the gravitational field of Moon, Earth and Sun [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The primary perturbation on a low-altitude (100 km or 300 km) lunar parking orbit is mainly due to Moon's non-spherical gravity field which also has mascons. An unstable satellite orbit around moon will have more fuel requirements for orbit maintenance without which it will crash into moon's surface. Hence lunar orbits need to be designed in such a way that they not only meet ideal observation conditions but also have less fuel requirements for orbit maintenance. In this regard it is crucial to understand the factors affecting the stability and lifetime of lunar orbits. Various studies have been carried out to analyze the behavior of low lunar orbits which minimizes the mission cost by providing efficient mapping orbits [3] [4] [5] [6] . Tzirti Tsiganis, Varvoglis [7] and Melo, Winter, Neto [8] employed periodic orbit approach to find stable orbits around Moon.
The orbital lifetime depends on the initial orbital parameters of the satellite. Some of the important contributions on the study of dependence of lunar orbital lifetime on initial orbital parameters are by Mayer, Buglia and Desai [9] , Ramanan and Adimurthy [10] , Hai-Hang Wang, Lin Liu [11] and Zeile et al. [12] .
In their study [9] , Mayer, Buglia and Desai analyzed the dependence of lifetime on initial inclination and argument of perigee and its sensitivity to lunar gravity harmonics. Ramanan and Adimurthy [10] analyzed the effect on initial inclination on lifetime of 100 km circular orbit. They also analyzed the influence of the higher order harmonics of the lunar gravity field. Hai-Hang Wang, Lin Liu [11] carried out a detailed theoretical analysis on the orbital lifetime and orbital inclination of a low moon-orbiting satellite. They also validated their results numerically. Zeile et al. [12] investigated the effect of initial inclination, right ascension of ascending node and argument of perigee on the orbital lifetime along with the ground coverage analysis.
In this paper we study the effect of altitude, right as-cension of ascending node and inclination on lifetime of circular lunar orbits. Detailed simulations are carried out to analyze the effect of altitude on lifetime. It is found that at a particular orbital altitude the lifetime increases substantially. This is due to the effect of long periodic terms of Earth's gravity (zonal and tesseral harmonics) on the eccentricity of the lunar satellite orbits. Effect of inclination and right ascension of ascending node on the lifetime variation due to altitude is also studied. Further the effect of the Sun and the Earth gravity on the orbital lifetime of circular polar orbits of Moon is analyzed.
Propagation Model Description and Model Validation

Propagation Model Description
The analysis is carried out with the lunar orbit propagation software "lprop" available in public domain (http://www.cdeagle.com). The propagator takes orbital parameters in the lunar mean equator and IAU node of J2000 as initial conditions. The initial orbit epoch can be given in Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB) and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). It can take different lunar gravity models with variable degree and order terms. Effect of Sun and Earth point mass gravity is also available in the orbit propagator and is optional. The propagation duration is given in days. The output of the software is a file which gives the state vectors and orbital elements in the specified time interval up to 16 decimal places of accuracy.
Model Validation
We have validated the software with the published results as well as with STK, which is widely used commercial software developed by the AGI Corporation. a) Validation with STK Table 1 gives the lifetime of a circular polar orbit with 100 km altitude calculated using lprop and STK for various initial orbit epochs using LP150Q lunar gravity model. The estimated lifetimes with 'lprop' show a close match with that calculated from STK. The maximum percentage error in the lifetimes calculated from "lprop" Lifetime of 100 km circular polar orbit is assessed for various orbital inclinations using LP100J and LP150Q lunar gravity model and is plotted in Figure 1 . The figure shows a close resemblance with the result given in [10] .
c) Validation with the results in [13]
The lifetime computed using different gravity terms of LP165P gravity model and without considering gravity due to Sun and Earth point mass gravity, is provided in Table 2 . The results are compared with those given in [13] . The maximum percentage error is only 1.35%. Figure 2 shows the difference in lifetime computed using Sun and Earth gravity and without considering it for a 100 km circular polar orbit using LP165P (50 × 50) model. The result is comparable with the result given in [13] .
Orbital Lifetime
Analysis on Orbital Lifetime
For the simulations presented here, the LP150Q gravita- tional model with degree and order 50 is used. The lunar gravity field, LP150Q, is a 150th spherical harmonic degree and order model. This gravity field was developed using the available data from past US missions to Moon including the Lunar Orbiter missions, the Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 sub-satellites, Clementine, and the Lunar Prospector Doppler and range data [14] .
In the present study, the radius of moon is taken to be 1738 km. 
Lifetime of Low Altitude Lunar Orbits
The estimation of lifetime of a lunar orbit strongly depends on the lunar gravity model and the number of the gravity terms. Figure 3(a) shows the variation in periapsis of a 100 km circular polar lunar orbit using 10 × 0, 10 × 10, 15 × 15, 20 × 20, 50 × 0 and 50 × 50 terms of the lunar gravity model LP150Q. Vast difference is seen in lifetime estimated by (10 × 10) and (50 × 50) terms. Assessment from Figure 3(b) shows that the lifetime estimated using 50 × 50 and 60 × 60 terms are comparable.
A comparison of lifetime estimated with 5 lunar gravity models (LP75G, LP100K, LP100J, LP165P, and LP150Q) using 50 × 50 gravity terms for a circular polar lunar orbit of 125 km altitude is shown in Figure 4 . It can be observed that the lifetime calculated with the models LP75G and LP100 K is around 384 days while that computed with the models LP100J, LP165P and LP150Q is 411 days. Table 4 shows the comparison of lifetime of lunar orbits estimated with 50 × 50 gravity terms and with 50 zonal harmonics terms of LP150Q model without including Sun and Earth point mass gravity effect. It can be observed that the orbital lifetime predicted using only zonal harmonics gives higher values as compared to the orbital lifetime computed with 50 zonal and 50 tesseral terms in most of the cases. This indicates the significance of tesseral harmonics terms in lunar gravity model for assessing the orbital lifetimes of lunar satellites.
It is noticed that for a fixed value of Ω, the lifetime increases significantly after a particular altitude. This is essentially due to the gradual reduction of the effect of the long periodic terms of Moon's gravity on eccentricity of the orbit. It is depicted from where the period of the long periodic term on eccentricity for two orbits with initial altitude 138 km (Ω = 25˚) and 99 km (Ω = 125˚) are 920 days and 870 days, respectively. It may be noted that the long periodic terms due to 50 × 50 Moon's gravity have different period of long periodic terms on eccentricity than the 50 × 0 Moon's gravity which may be seen in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) . Initially the periapsis starts decreasing and if it does not reaches to zero altitude, it again starts increasing. Then it has to take at least one cycle to reach to zero altitude resulting in higher orbital lifetime. As observed in Figure 6 , for the case where Ω = 60˚ and the initial altitude of 130.25 km, the periapsis becomes zero after 414 days. In Figure 7 , for initial altitude of 130.50 km, it is observed that the periapsis first starts decreasing and has periapsis altitude slightly greater than zero and then again starts increasing. Thus, it leads to a higher orbital lifetime. creases to 136 km (Ω = 210˚) and then decreases to 114 km (Ω = 290˚). It can be seen that for circular polar lunar orbit, for a given Ω, the lifetime will be of the order of 300 days to 400 days for the altitudes below this curve, while for the altitudes above this curve lifetime will be of the order of 3 years or more. As a particular case, Figure  9 shows the variation of orbital lifetime with altitude for a circular polar orbit with Ω = 0˚. Table 3 gives the lifetime of circular polar orbit at transition altitudes.
Depending on the initial altitude, the altitude of the orbit can be zero in the first cycle itself, if not, the periapsis increases due to long periodic terms and comes down in next cycle and can become zero. Hence for a particular initial altitude, periapsis can vanish in its first cycle while for a little higher altitude it lifts and lifetime can be much higher. We define the transition altitude as the altitude for which the orbital lifetime increases substantially (at least one cycle more) with a very small increase (of the order of 0.1 to 0.2 m) in the altitude . Figure 8 shows the variation of transition altitude with Ω for circular polar orbit. The transition altitude is different for different values of Ω and follows a definite trend. The plot also shows the difference in transition altitude when Sun and Earth gravity are ignored. It is observed from Figure 8 that for circular polar orbits the transition altitude computed without considering Sun and Earth gravity is more than that computed using Sun and Earth gravity effect. It is essentially due to the effect of the long periodic terms of Earth's gravity on the eccentricity of the lunar satellite orbit. Figure 10 shows the periapsis variation for an orbit with an initial altitude of 140 km for 10,000 days. From this figure, it can be inferred that if the long periodic terms due to Moon's gravity on eccentricity are not able to bring down the periapsis to zero then the lifetime will be very long. 0  1395  95  >1500  230  1413  5  1395  100  >1500  240  1386  10  1396  110  >1500  245  1359  15  1423  115  1207  250  1359  20  1423  120  1180  255  1333  25  1450  125  1155  260  1327  30  >1500  130  1181  270  1280  35  >1500  135  1210  280  1253  40  >1500  140  1239  290  1227  45  >1500  145  1265  300  1255  50  >1500  150  1375  310  1256  55  >1500  160  1378  315  1276  60  >1500  170  1405  320  1276  65  >1500  180  1435  325  1277  70  >1500  190  >1500  330  1284  75  >1500  200  >1500  340  1312  80  >1500  210  >1500  345  1340  85  >1500  220  >1500 
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For Ω = 45˚ Initial Altitude (km) using 50 × 50 terms using 50 × 0 terms using 50 × 50 terms using 50 × 0 terms using 50 × 50 terms using 50 × 0 terms 100. nation is also analyzed for Ω = 0˚. Figure 14 shows the variation of transition altitude with orbital inclination. For all the results presented here for circular orbits, the argument of periapsis and the true anomaly are taken as zero for the initial conditions. Ω is varied from 0˚ to 360˚ in the intervals of 1˚ to 10˚ depending upon the trend in variation. For each value of Ω, the lifetime is calculated for different altitudes ranging from 30 to 500 km. 
Lifetime of High Altitude Lunar Orbits
Apart from the gravity field of Moon, lifetime of high altitude lunar orbit is mostly influenced by gravitational field of Earth. At higher altitudes, the perturbations due to Earth's gravity have significant effect on the lifetime of lunar orbits. The variation of periapsis of 1200 km circular orbit (inclination = 55˚) without considering Earth and Sun gravity, considering the Earth's gravity alone and considering both Sun and Earth gravity is given in Figure 16(a). Figure 16(b) gives the variation in eccentricity of the orbit. It can be seen that gravity effect of Sun causes very less variation on the periapsis variation and hence on the orbital lifetime. The perigee variation shows a very high lifetime if the gravity effect of Sun and Earth are not considered. Hence for the lifetime estimation of lunar orbits, the gravity effect of Earth is essential. inclination 60˚, the altitude is varied from 100 km to 6500 km (cf. Figure 17(a) ). The lifetime first increases from 83 days (for 100 km orbit) and becomes maximum (5197 days) at an altitude of 1800 km and then it starts decreasing. At an altitude of 6500 km, the lifetime becomes 845 days. In Figure 17(b) , altitude is varied from 1000 km to 9000 km. The lifetime first increases and it is maximum at 1500 km altitude and then starts decreasing. Same trend in lifetime variation can be observed in Figure 17(c) . For circular polar orbit the altitude is varied from 1200 km to 9000 km. The variation of lifetime with altitude for circular polar orbit is shown in Figure 17(d) .
Lifetime of high altitude circular lunar orbits decreases with altitude. This is due to the increase of Earth's gravitational effect on long periodic terms in eccentricity i.e. the eccentricity starts increasing resulting in the decrease of perigee altitude to zero.
Conclusions
The effect of right ascension of ascending node (Ω) on the variation of lifetime with altitude is assessed. It is found that for a given Ω, the lifetime increases with altitude and at a particular altitude defined as transition altitude lifetime increases substantially due to the effect of long periodic terms of Earth's gravity (zonal and tesseral harmonics) on eccentricity of the orbit. Earth's gravity dominates over the Moon's gravity with respect to the long periodic effect on eccentricity of the orbit. The transition altitude varies from 138 km to 182 km, 40 km to 156 km, 33 km to 270 km and 99 km to 138 km for orbits with inclination of 10˚, 50˚, 70˚ and 90˚, respectively. There is significant effect of Earth gravity on transition altitudes while the effect of Sun's gravity is very marginal. Variation of transition altitude with orbital inclination is also analyzed. Lifetime of high altitude circular lunar orbits is analyzed and it is observed that at high altitudes lifetime decreases with altitude.
